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ABSTRACT

Kepler Space Telescope and Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite unveiled that Sun-like stars fre-

quently host exoplanets. These exoplanets are subject to fluxes of ionizing radiation in the form of

X-ray and extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) radiation that may cause changes in their atmospheric dynamics

and chemistry. While X-ray fluxes can be observed directly, EUV fluxes cannot be observed because

of severe interstellar medium absorption. Here, we present a new empirical method to estimate the

whole stellar XUV (X-ray plus EUV) and FUV spectra as a function of total unsigned magnetic fluxes

of stars. The response of the solar XUV and FUV spectrum (0.1–180 nm) to the solar total unsigned

magnetic flux is investigated by using the long-term Sun-as-a-star dataset over 10 yrs, and the power-

law relation is obtained for each wavelength with a spectral resolution of 0.1–1 nm. We applied the

scaling relations to active young Sun-like stars (G-dwarfs), EK Dra (G1.5V), π1 Uma (G1.5V) and κ1

Ceti (G5V), and found that the observed spectra (except for the unobservable longward EUV wave-

length) are roughly consistent with the extension of the derived power-law relations with errors of an

order of magnitude. This suggests that our model is a valuable method to derive the XUV/FUV fluxes

of Sun-like stars including the EUV band mostly absorbed at wavelengths longward of 36 nm. We

also discuss differences between the solar extensions and stellar observations at the wavelength in the

2–30 nm band and concluded that simultaneous observations of magnetic and XUV/FUV fluxes are

necessary for further validations.

Keywords: G dwarf stars (556); Solar analogs (1941); Solar magnetic fields (1503); Solar chromosphere

(1479); Solar transition region (1532); Solar corona (1483); Solar spectral irradiance (1501);

Stellar chromospheres (230); Stellar coronae (305)

1. INTRODUCTION

The solar atmosphere spans from the photosphere

(∼6000 K), chromosphere (∼104 K), transition region

(TR), and corona (∼106 K) (Edlén 1943; Gingerich et al.

kosuke.namekata@astro.nao.ac.jp, namekata@kusastro.kyoto-
u.ac.jp

1971; Vernazza et al. 1981). The corona and TR are the

source of the X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radi-

ations (hereafter, XUV is referred to as X-ray plus EUV

bands (at wavelength between 1 to 92 nm). The large

magnetic fluxes are usually associated with solar coro-

nal active regions that produce strong quiescent XUV

emission (Pevtsov et al. 2003; Toriumi & Wang 2019).

Solar active regions are also the sources of the transient

XUV emission triggered by solar flares (Shibata & Mag-
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ara 2011). The quiescent and transient coronal activity

have been universally observed not only on the Sun, but

also on the F, G, K, and M-type main-sequence stars in

the XUV bands. (Güdel et al. 1997; Ribas et al. 2005;

Güdel 2007).

Recent Kepler space telescope and Transiting Exo-

planet Survey Satellite (TESS) observations unveiled

that F, G, K, and M dwarfs frequently host close-in ex-

oplanets. Moreover, some exoplanet-hosting stars are

much younger and have much higher magnetic activ-

ity than the Sun. The exoplanets around active stars

are subject to high-energy XUV and Far UV (FUV) ra-

diation (e.g., Wright et al. 2011; Takasao et al. 2020;

Johnstone et al. 2021), stellar winds (e.g., Suzuki et al.

2013; Shoda et al. 2020; Wood et al. 2021), and erup-

tive phenomena (e.g., Vida et al. 2016; Maehara et al.

2021; Veronig et al. 2021; Namekata et al. 2022b; Loyd

et al. 2022) that may cause significant changes in their

atmospheric dynamics and chemistry. Stellar XUV radi-

ation causes expansion and thermal escape of planetary

atmospheres (e.g., Airapetian et al. 2016, 2017; Linsky

2019; Airapetian et al. 2020), and therefore is critical

for understanding planetary habitability. Stellar XUV

fluxes usually consist of the quasi-steady quiescent com-

ponents that come from quiescent coronae and transient

flare events. Stellar flares have been widely investigated

from X-ray to radio on the cool M/K dwarfs (Kowalski

et al. 2013; Hawley et al. 2014; MacGregor et al. 2018;

Namekata et al. 2020a) and on G type dwarfs (Mae-

hara et al. 2012, 2015; Ayres 2015; Notsu et al. 2019;

Guarcello et al. 2019; Namekata et al. 2022b,c). The

flare XUV emission significantly enhances the stellar ir-

radiances by a factor of 10-100, and if these events are

frequent, then its radiation can produce the dramatic

changes in the exoplanetary atmospheres on a short

timescale, typically from tens of minutes to hours (e.g.,

Segura et al. 2010; Hazra et al. 2022). On the other

hand, from the exoplanetary perspective, the quasi-

steady XUV component is associated with coronal active

regions that can last for a few months (e.g., Namekata

et al. 2019, 2020b), and thus provide much greater over-

all impact on exoplanetary atmospheric dynamics. The-

oretical models of exoplanetary atmospheric escape re-

quire the knowledge of distribution of XUV flux from the

wavelengths between 1 - 92 nm as the major source of

upper atmospheric heating, photodissociation and pho-

toionization (Lammer et al. 2003; Sanz-Forcada et al.

2010; Airapetian et al. 2017; Johnstone et al. 2019).

Thus, XUV flux evolution on time scales of the lifetime

of stellar active regions are required for assessment of

habitability of exoplanetary environments.

While characterization of stellar XUV fluxes are criti-

cally required from the exoplanetary studies, it is nearly

impossible to detect the emission from the full EUV

band (10–92 nm), even for the closest stars to the

Sun, such as α Centauri. This is because the interstel-

lar medium (ISM) absorption by hydrogen, helium and

other resonance lines of many other important metal

species contribute to the absorption of the longward

EUV emission (>36 nm), while the short XUV bands

(<36 nm) are relatively unaffected (e.g., Cruddace et al.

1974), and thus can be detected from nearby stars by

the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE), ROentgen

SATellite (ROSAT) and Chandra X-ray Observatory

(e.g., Ribas et al. 2005; Johnstone et al. 2021). Since

the EUV spectrum in 36–91.2 nm can be obtained only

for the Sun, it is essential to develop methods for es-

timating these elusive stellar EUV fluxes from stellar

observations.

There have been suggested several reconstruction

methods to derive solar and stellar quiescent XUV spec-

trum (usually in the non-flaring phase). An early ap-

proach by Ribas et al. (2005) estimated the stellar

EUV fluxes by assuming power-law relations between

the EUV flux and stellar age, based on the X-ray/FUV

observations (Ayres 1997). Later, Claire et al. (2012)

extended this method to derive the whole stellar XUV

spectrum by multiplying the scaling relation as a func-

tion of age and whole “solar” XUV spectrum. Their

method largely depends on the assumption of power-

law index. Another approach introduced by Lecavelier

Des Etangs (2007) reconstructed the whole EUV band

flux (10–91.2 nm) by scaling ROSAT flux (11–20 nm)

with the solar flux ratio of 10–91.2 nm to 11–20 nm

flux. Later, a similar scaling approach is also developed

by using EUVE fluxes in 10–36 nm (Johnstone et al.

2021). These early approaches could be valid for in-

active Sun-like stars, but they would not hold when it

is applied to active Sun-like stars and M-dwarfs having

hotter coronae and TR than the Sun.

In addition, the following two methodologies have

been developed recently: One is based on the in-

version methods from the differential emission mea-

sure (DEM) obtained from X-ray and/or UV spec-

tral lines (Sanz-Forcada et al. 2011). This inversion

method is recently used for the purpose of the EUV

reconstruction of exoplanet hosting stars (e.g., Chad-

ney et al. 2015; Louden et al. 2017; Duvvuri et al.

2021). The other approach represents the flux-flux

methodology where EUV flux/spectrum is estimated

from the fluxes of magnetically-sensitive emission lines

with (semi-)empirical power-law scaling relations. Lin-

sky et al. (2014) developed semi-empirical power-law
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scaling laws to estimate the EUV spectrum from the Lyα

flux with 10 nm spectral resolution. The estimated EUV

fluxes are consistent with those obtained by the differen-

tial emission measure methods, and therefore the above

two methods are well used to complement each other

(e.g., France et al. 2016; Youngblood et al. 2016, 2017;

Loyd et al. 2016, 2018; Froning et al. 2019; Wilson et al.

2021). Here, we note that the direct measurements of

Lyα emission would have uncertainties due to the ISM

absorption (Linsky 2019). Thus, the application of the

Lyα flux to predict the EUV flux is useful only when

there is no access to X-rays. More recently, France et al.

(2018) present a similar relationship to estimate the in-

trinsic stellar EUV flux in the 9–36 nm band using a

FUV spectral line (N V or Si IV spectra) and stellar

bolometric flux. Youngblood et al. (2017) proposed a

flux-flux methodology for Ca II K (later, Sreejith et al.

(2020) extended this to Ca II H&K). The estimation

of the EUV flux based on Ca II H&K could be useful

because these lines can be observable from the ground,

while other methods requires space-based observations.

What other observables could be good indicators of

EUV emission from stars? In light of the fact that stellar

coronae are heated by magnetic field (e.g., Parker 1972,

1988; Gudiksen & Nordlund 2005), the stellar magnetic

field is a major candidate of such an observable. Indeed,

the stellar magnetic flux is calculated from observations

taken with the ground-based telescopes (e.g., Saar 2001;

Reiners et al. 2009; Vidotto et al. 2014; Kochukhov et al.

2020; Reiners et al. 2022), and therefore it could be a

good tool to reconstruct the whole XUV spectra. Previ-

ous studies show a common power-law relation between

X-ray radiation and magnetic fluxes for the Sun and F,

G, K, and M dwarfs, with a common power-law relation,

F ∝ Φα (α=1.1–1.8) (e.g., Pevtsov et al. 2003; Vidotto

et al. 2014). More recently, Toriumi & Airapetian (2022)

derived power-law relations between the total unsigned

magnetic flux and irradiance of five XUV/FUV emission

lines/bands by using the “Sun-as-a-star” approach and

found that the solar empirical relations can be extended

to active Sun-like stars (G and K dwarfs). They also

found that the power-law index decreases from above- to

sub-unity as the formation temperature decreases from

the corona to the chromosphere and proposed that the

decreasing trend can be understood from the first princi-

ples physics-based models (also see, Toriumi et al. 2022).

These studies provide an observational evidence that the

mechanism of atmospheric heating by the magnetic field

is universal among the Sun and Sun-like stars, regardless

of activity levels. At the same time, these results open

up an opportunity to estimate the whole XUV/FUV

spectrum of stars from the magnetic flux measurements.

In this paper, we developed a new method to re-

construct stellar XUV/FUV spectra (0.1–180 nm) with

a spectral resolution of 0.1–1 nm from the observion-

ally derived total unsigned magnetic fluxes. We have

extended the flux-flux methodology employed in To-

riumi & Airapetian (2022) and Toriumi et al. (2022)

to each wavelength of the XUV/FUV spectrum, re-

gardless of whether it is emission line or continuum.

Here, we use the Sun-as-a-star multi-mission data (spa-

tially integrated data over the whole solar disk) over

more than 10 years to derive the power-law relations for

XUV/FUV spectral bands. The Sun-as-a-star approach

is a very powerful tool in understanding phenomena on

stars that cannot be spatially resolved and has been

widely used (e.g., Kretzschmar 2011; Maldonado et al.

2019; Namekata et al. 2022b,a; Toriumi et al. 2020, 2022;

Toriumi & Airapetian 2022; Otsu et al. 2022). Section

2 describes the Sun-as-a-star dataset used in our analy-

sis. In Section 3, we derived a new power-law method to

estimate the stellar XUV/FUV spectrum by using Sun-

as-a-star observation data. In Section 4, we compared

the reconstructed stellar XUV/FUV spectra/fluxes from

the scaling laws and observed spectra/fluxes for young

Sun-like stars. Finally, Section 5 represents the discus-

sion and conclusion.

2. DATASET

2.1. SORCE/XPS for 0.1-33.3 nm

We used the daily averaged Sun-as-a-star spectra from

X-ray to shortward EUV band (0.5-33.3 nm) obtained by

the XUV Photometer System (XPS; Woods & Rottman

2005; Woods et al. 2008) onboard the Solar Radiation

and Climate Experiment (SORCE; Rottman 2005) from

May 2010 through February 2020 (see Figure 1 and Ta-

ble 1). The data were downloaded from the SORCE

data archive1. The XPS level-4 spectrum was used in

this study spans from over 0.1 to 40 nm with a spectral

resolution of 0.1 nm. Note that the XPS level-4 spec-

trum is not directly derived from raw observations, but

is based on the solar CHIANTI spectral model scaled to

match the XPS photometer (Woods et al. 2008). Model

spectra representative of quiet Sun and active region

are combined to match the signals from the XPS. Be-

cause of this, we used SORCE/XPS data up to 33.3 nm

in this study and we used a purely observational data

obtained by SDO/EVE for 33.3 – 106.6 nm range (see

Figure 1 and Section 2.2). No data is available between

1 https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/data/

https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/data/
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Table 1. Summary of datasets

Satellite/Instr. Wavelength Resl./Samp.§ Obs. Period Used Period Basal Period# Ver.‡ Lev.‡

[nm] [nm] [yr] [month.yr] [month.yr]

(1) X-ray & short EUV

SORCE/XPS 0.1–40 0.1 2003–2020 5.2010–2.2020 3.2019–2.2020 18 4

(TIMED/SEE)† 0.5–180 1 2002– 1.2002–12.2016 1.2009–12.2009 12 3

(2) EUV

SDO/EVE 33.3–106.6 0.1/0.02 2010– 5.2010–2.2020 3.2019–2.2020 7 3

(TIMED/SEE)† 0.5–180 0.4/1∗ 2002– 1.2002–12.2016 1.2009–12.2009 12 3

(3) FUV

TIMED/SEE 0.5–180 0.4/1∗ 2002– 1.2002–12.2016 1.2009–12.2009 12 3

SORCE/SOLSTICE† 115–310 0.1/0.025 2003–2020 5.2010–2.2020 3.2019–2.2020 18 3

(4) Magnetic field

SoHO/MDI – – 1996–2011 1.2002–4.2010 – – –

SDO/HMI – – 2010– 5.2010–2.2020 3.2019–2.2020 – –

Note—§Spectral resolutions and data samplings used in our analysis. ∗See the following url: https://lasp.colorado.edu/
home/see/overview/instrument-overview/. †Data indicated with blacket were not used in the main analysis but presented
in the Appendix. ‡Data versions and data levels. #We note that the different activity minima may have different flux
values, although there are not consistent observations that can show the differences (see for example, Clette 2021).
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Figure 1. X-ray, EUV, and FUV spectra of the Sun with SORCE/XPS (0.1–33.3 nm), SDO/EVE (33.3-106.6 nm), and
TIMED/SEE (107–180 nm). The orange and blue lines indicate the solar maximum and minimum, respectively. The spectrum
at solar minimum is the basal irradiance obtained in our analysis. The spectrum at solar maximum is a median value around
days satisfying the following conditions: (1) the solar maximum from January 2014 to December 2015; (2) when the total
unsigned magnetic flux is more than the 95th percentile for the all data used in the analysis. The fluxes are plotted in the unit
of erg s−1 cm−2 nm−1 at 1 AU.

https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/see/overview/instrument-overview/
https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/see/overview/instrument-overview/
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2013 July 13 and 2014 February 25 because all instru-

ments on SORCE were powered down during a serious

battery anomaly, but this is relatively short compared

to the total period we analyzed. The Solar Extreme

Ultraviolet Experiment (SEE; Woods et al. 2005, 2018)

onboard Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energet-

ics Dynamics (TIMED) also covers this XUV spectral

range with the spectral resolution of 1 nm (see Section

2.3), but SORCE/XPS data is much improved from the

TIMED/SEE model because the SORCE/XPS model

used SDO/EVE measurements to define reference spec-

tra for the 6-40 nm range (Woods & Elliott 2022).

2.2. SDO/EVE for 33.3-106.6 nm

We analyzed the daily averaged spectra of EUV bands

(33.3-106.6 nm) obtained by the Extreme ultraviolet

Variability Experiment (EVE; Woods et al. 2012) on-

board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell

et al. 2012) (see Figure 1 and Table 1). The SDO/EVE

instrument has performed Sun-as-a-star observations of

the EUV solar spectrum from 6 nm to 106.6 nm since

May 2010. We used level-3 daily averaged spectrum

of version 7 which was downloaded from the archive

database2. Due to the MEGS-A anomaly on May 2014,

shortward EUV bands (<33 nm) have become not avail-

able. As discussed in Section 3.2, the data availability

around activity minimum is essential because a basal-

level subtraction is required for our analysis (cf. Toriumi

& Airapetian 2022; Toriumi et al. 2022). Then, only the

data of longward EUV wavebands (33.3 nm to 106.6

nm) was used for our analysis, and other bands are cov-

ered by SORCE/XPS and TIMED/SEE as in Sections

2.1 and 2.3. We analyzed the SDO/EVE data as our

primary source (see Figure 1) because SDO/EVE is an

updated and better calibrated system than other EUV

spectroscopic instruments, such as TIMED/SEE (Tom

Woods, private communication; Hock et al. 2012), and

it provides the highest wavelength resolution currently

available (0.1 nm). In Appendix B, a careful analysis of

TIMED/SEE data for the XUV range is shown.

2.3. TIMED/SEE and SORCE/SOLSTICE for

106.6-180 nm

We analyzed the daily spectrum of FUV (106.6–180

nm) obtained by TIMED/SEE (Woods et al. 2005, 2018)

(see Figure 1 and Table 1). The TIMED/SEE provides

Sun-as-a-star spectra at 0.5–190 nm since January 2002

(for the shortward of 27 nm, a solar model is scaled to

match the XPS broadband flux). We used TIMED/SEE

level 3 daily data with a spectral resolution of 1 nm. The

2 https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/eve/data/

level 3 data is the data averaged over one day, after ap-

plying corrections for atmospheric absorption, degrada-

tion, and removal of flares. The data were downloaded

from the archival database3. TIMED/SEE continues

to provide data to date, but data after 2017 are still

not well calibrated. Because of this, we decided to use

only data before 2016. As a result, the data around

activity minimum during 2019-2020 is not available for

TIMED/SEE, so we defined the fluxes around 2009 as

basal flux for the TIMED/SEE data (see Section 3.2).

The SORCE/SOLSTICE also has provided FUV data

with a higher spectral resolution (>115 nm with a res-

olution of 0.1 nm) than TIMED/SEE, but there are

some calibration issues in the longer FUV range, specif-

ically in the >150–160 nm band. Thus, we used the

TIMED/SEE data as our primary source. However,

the higher spectral resolution of SORCE/SOLSTICE

would be helpful to resolve the spectral lines in FUV

range (for FUV <150 nm including important emission

lines such as Lyα). We present a careful analysis of

SORCE/SOLSTICE data for FUV range in Appendix

A.

2.4. Total Unsigned Magnetic Flux

We used the full-disk magnetograms obtained by the

Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Scherrer et al.

2012) onboard SDO and the Michelson Doppler Inter-

ferometer (MDI; Scherrer et al. 1995) onboard the Solar

and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) to calculate the

total unsigned magnetic flux in the visible solar hemi-

sphere. The SDO/HMI has started the nominal obser-

vations in May 2010, while the observation program of

SoHO/MDI was terminated on 2011 April 12.

Based on the HMI magnetograms, the daily total ra-

dial unsigned magnetic flux was calculated by following

the method described in Toriumi & Airapetian (2022)

and Toriumi et al. (2022). The line-of-sight magne-

tograms of 720 s cadence were downloaded from JSOC4

for 0, 6, 12, and 18 UT for each day, and after binning

the original 4096×4096 pixels to 1024×1024 pixels, the

radial magnetic field component was derived by correct-

ing the magnetic field strength by the heliocentric angle.

The absolute radial field strength was integrated over

the whole solar disk to obtain the total radial unsigned

magnetic flux. The daily unsigned flux was calculated

by averaging the four fluxes derived from the four mag-

netograms per day.

3 https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/see/data/ or http://lasp.
colorado.edu/data/timed see/level3/

4 http://jsoc.stanford.edu

https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/eve/data/
https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/see/data/
http://lasp.colorado.edu/data/timed_see/level3/
http://lasp.colorado.edu/data/timed_see/level3/
http://jsoc.stanford.edu
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The SOHO/MDI derived full-disk magnetograms ev-

ery 96 min and, in this study, the Level 1.8.2 magne-

tograms on JSOC were used. MDI has two observing

modes: the first one is designed to use one set of ob-

servations to derive a single magnetogram (the so-called

“1-min magnetograms”); The other is the magnetogram

derived by averaging the five 1-min magnetograms (the

so-called “5-min magnetograms”). The 5-min magne-

tograms have a lower noise level (Liu et al. 2007, 2012)

and, thus, only the 5-min magnetograms were used for

the analysis. The radial component was calculated by

correcting for the heliocentric angle as we did for the

HMI data. The total flux was obtained by the full-disk

integration, and the daily data was obtained by taking

the median of 15 observations per day.

There is an overlap of HMI and MDI observations for

about one year between May 2010 and April 2011. We

compared the unsigned fluxes from the two observatories

for this period and performed a linear fit to match the

MDI flux with the HMI flux to smoothly connect the

two observations. The conversion of MDI flux, ΦMDI,

into the HMI flux, ΦHMI, is given as

ΦHMI = (ΦMDI − 1.51× 1023 Mx)/1.21. (1)

Note that there is a center-to-limb variation in the con-

version factors of the magnetic field strength between

MDI and HMI (Liu et al. 2012). However, for simplicity,

the comparison method described above was adopted in

this study.

3. XUV FLUXES FROM THE SUN AS A STAR

3.1. Light Curves

Figure 2 shows the time series of the total unsigned

magnetic flux of the Sun and the light curves of daily
Sun-as-a-star X-ray, EUV, and FUV irradiance in each

10 nm bin. The total unsigned magnetic fluxes observed

by SoHO/MDI and SDO/HMI data match well each

other during the overlapping period between May 2010

and April 2011. For the 10–30 nm band, SDO/EVE

MEGS-A data is available before its anomaly on May

2014, and during this period SORCE/XPS model flux

is well calibrated and match the SDO/EVE data well.

This is one reason why we use SORCE/XPS for X-ray

and shortward EUV range (< 33 nm) as mentioned

in Section 2. For 40–100 nm band, SDO/EVE and

TIMED/SEE are available, but there are small gaps

between each dataset (∼20–30 %), in particular in 60-

80 nm range. SDO/EVE data was used in our anal-

ysis for the EUV range (40–100 nm) because it is new

and well-calibrated compared to TIMED/SEE. For 120–

180 nm band, TIMED/SEE and SORCE/XPS data are

available. However, SORCE/XPS data shows decreas-

ing trends, and values in activity minimum during 2009

do not match those around 2019–2020, especially for

150–180 nm band. This indicates that calibrations are

not well done even in the latest version (Snow et al.

2022). That is why we decided to use TIMED/SEE

data for the FUV range, although we need to note that

TIMED/SEE has a relatively large scatter in data for

long FUV ranges.

3.2. Power-law Relation

As in Figure 3, all of the Sun-as-a-star irradiance for

all wavelength in X-ray, EUV, and FUV (I) have pos-

itive correlation with the total unsigned magnetic flux

(Φ). To obtain the scaling relations between them, we

follow the methods employed in Toriumi & Airapetian

(2022) and Toriumi et al. (2022). We first obtained

the basal-level fluxes (I0, Φ0) and daily variations (i.e.,

residuals: ∆I = I - I0, ∆Φ = Φ - Φ0) and created

a scatter plot of the residuals (∆I vs. ∆Φ) in log-log

space. Figure 3 shows the examples of the scatter plots

in 10 nm bin, but these plots can be made for each

wavelength with a spectral resolution of 0.1–1 nm (and

a sampling of 0.02–1 nm). Toriumi & Airapetian (2022)

and Toriumi et al. (2022) discuss that the basal fluxes

can be considered as background components that are

always present. On the other hand, the residuals reflect

the appearance of magnetic fields of active regions, and

therefore a basal-level subtraction can produce a better

response of XUV+FUV flux against the magnetic flux,

regardless of the basal-level flux whose physical origin

is poorly understood. At least, the basal-level subtrac-

tion is necessary to fit with a single power-law relation

because they often do not show clear linear relations in

log-log space if we use the total magnetic flux. Another

advantage of the basal-level subtraction is that the wide

dynamic ranges for scatter plots in log-log space enable

us to derive higher correlated power-law relations.

In this study, basal fluxes are defined as the median

values around activity minimum. The definition of ac-

tivity minimum depends on the instruments because

each has a different available activity minimum as we

mentioned above (see Table 1). For SORCE/XPS and

SDO/EVE data, we defined the activity minimum as

the days with the following conditions: (1) the solar

minimum from March 2019 to February 2020 (the same

definition as Toriumi & Airapetian (2022) and Toriumi

et al. (2022)); (2) when the total sunspot number is

0; and (3) when the total unsigned magnetic flux Φ

is less than the 5th percentile for the all data used in

the analysis. Note that the total number of data is dif-

ferent for SDO/HMI&EVE, and SORCE/XPS respec-
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Figure 2. Time series of total unsigned magnetic flux (the first column of each panel) and Sun-as-a-star light curve of X-ray,
EUV, and FUV fluxes (in the unit of erg s−1 cm−2 nm−1) averaged over each 10 nm bin (from the second to bottom columns).
Each wavelength bin is described at top left of each panel. Different instruments are plotted in different colors.
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Figure 3. Relationship between total unsigned magnetic flux (Φ - Φ0) and Sun-as-a-star X-ray, EUV, and FUV fluxes averaged
over each 10 nm bin (I - I0). Note that all values are subtracted by basal level (Φ0, I0). The red line represents the fitting line,
which was fitted in log-log space using scipy.odr installed in python. The fitted power-law indexes are indicated at the top left
and listed in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Continued..

tively, so each basal-level value is not completely simul-

taneously obtained, but this would be a slight difference

and not change the result significantly. The number of

SDO/HMI&EVE data satisfying these conditions is 94

days, while that of SORCE/XPS is 78. In this study,

the basal value of the total unsigned magnetic flux is

1.18×1023 Mx.

For TIMED/SEE data, we defined the activity min-

imum as the days with the following conditions: (1)

the solar minimum in 2009; (2) when the total sunspot

number is 0; and (3) when the total unsigned mag-

netic flux Φ is less than the 10th percentile for the all

data of SDO/HMI and SoHO/MDI used in the analysis

(from 2002 to 2021). The thresholds are adjusted to get

enough number of data and the number of days satis-

fying these was 32. After the above subtraction of the

basal levels, we abandoned the data after 2017 January

1 due to the calibration problem.

Power-law relations between the Sun-as-a-star X-ray,

EUV, and FUV irradiance (∆I(λ) = I(λ) – I0(λ)) and

total unsigned magnetic flux (∆Φ = Φ – Φ0) have been

calculated for each wavelength λ with a spectral reso-

lution of 0.1–1 nm. The linear fit was applied to the

logarithmic data (log∆I, log∆Φ) by using scipy.odr in-

stalled in python in the following equation

log∆I=α(λ)log∆Φ + β(λ), (2)

where parameters α(λ) and β(λ) are the fitting pa-

rameters. We applied a differential weighting method

which puts more weight on larger data in log space.

The weights for log∆I and log∆Φ were set as log∆I

– min(log∆I) +10−6 and log∆Φ – min(log∆Φ) +10−6,

respectively. Then, Equation (2) can be expressed as

I(λ) = I0(λ) + 10β(λ)(Φ− Φ0)α(λ). (3)

This fitting was performed for all wavelengths λ and

the parameters α(λ) and β(λ) for each wavelength are
summarized in Table 3. Pearson product-moment cor-

relation coefficient (C.C.) was also calculated by using

corrcoef installed in numpy. Table 2 shows the fitting

results for fluxes averaged over 10-nm bins and Tables

3 shows those for the best spectral bins of 0.1–1 nm.

Figure 3 show the relationship between ∆I and ∆Φ for

10-nm bins as examples. The 10-nm-bin data were pre-

pared because (1) the correlation coefficient is low at

some wavelengths in the case of the best spectral reso-

lution and (2) in some cases, when considering the ef-

fects on planetary atmospheres, such a high wavelength

resolution may not be necessary, and the data in 10-nm

bins can be more useful. Figure 4 shows the result of

the fitting in the formula of Equation (3) (I0(λ), β(λ),

and α(λ)) and correlation coefficient for each wavelength

(blue lines) and each 10-nm band (orange points). Note

that in some panels of Figure 3, a trend in the largest
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values of flux to be below the fitted red line. In this

study, we did a fit that extracts the trend that most of

the data points follow. When the flux is extremely high,

there are few data points, and the possibility that sat-

uration occurs cannot be dismissed. In particular, the

scattering of data in FUV is so large that it is possible

that the overall trend is not being tracked correctly.

3.3. Power-law index α

The most important parameter is the power-law index

α(λ) of Equation (3). As in Figure 4(b), the power-

law indexes α(λ) appear to be generally wavelength-

dependent or possibly instrument-dependent. For X-ray

and short EUV wavelength (<33 nm), the power-law

indices are above unity and almost constant in wave-

length at approximately ∼ 1.14. This trend was also

seen in the emission lines in our previous work (Tori-

umi et al. 2022). This wavelength range is based on

the SORCE/XPS data, but it should be noted that

SORCE/XPS is only a model spectrum based on the

CHIANTI atomic database (Dere et al. 1997), which

may lead to the constant power-law index α(λ). For

longer EUV wavelength (33-106.6 nm), we used the

SDO/EVE data. The power-law indices α(λ) drop to

around or below unity in the EUV range. We notice

that the scatter in α(λ) seen in Figure 4(b) does not

clearly represent the different behaviors of the emission

lines or continuum.

Toriumi & Airapetian (2022) and Toriumi et al. (2022)

show that as the temperature decreases, the power-law

index of the corresponding emission lines/bands also de-

creases; the α values are above unity for coronal lines

(∼106 K) while the α values lie below unity for chro-

mospheric lines (∼104 K). In this study, as for the X-

ray to EUV range, we can see a similar trend that as

the wavelength increases (i.e., the temperature of emis-

sion line formation decreases from coronal temperature

to transition region temperature), the power-law in-

dex drops from above-unity to around-unity. On the

other hand, as the wavelength increases to FUV range,

the power-law index increases up to above-unity ∼1-

1.3. This is different from what we expected physi-

cally because the emission temperature of FUV range

is generally lower than that of EUV range (Linsky et al.

2012). This problem may have the following causes.

First, TIMED/SEE does not have high wavelength res-

olution and does not resolve emission lines sufficiently.

Second, when correlating TIMED/SEE flux and mag-

netic field, the magnetic field data is a combination of

SDO/HMI and SoHO/MDI data, which is not homoge-

neous in time. Third, the longer the wavelength of FUV

range, the lower the correlation coefficient becomes. For

these reasons, we may need to be careful to the data of

FUV range, although we did our best analysis using the

currently available datasets. An alternative analysis of

SORCE/SOLSTICE data for FUV range is also done in

Appendix A, but we need to keep in mind that both in-

struments would have their own problems in their data

(see Section 2.3).

4. RECONSTRUCTION OF XUV FLUXES FOR

YOUNG SUN-LIKE STARS

4.1. Reconstructed vs. Observed Stellar Spectra

In Section 3.2, the whole XUV/FUV spectra I(λ) are

given as a function of total unsigned magnetic fluxes Φ of

the Sun in the Equation (3). The parameters α(λ) and

β(λ) are given in Table 2 or 3 (all values are available

online). If we assume that this relation can be applied

to stars more active than the Sun, then we can estimate

the whole XUV/FUV spectra of stars using Equation (3)

and Table 2 or 3. For example, Figure 5 demonstrates

how the XUV spectra are extrapolated when the total

unsigned magnetic fluxes of the visible hemisphere of the

stars are as large as 1024, 1025, and 1026 Mx (the maxi-

mum value in solar cycle 24 is approximately 3.35×1023

Mx). This new estimation method can be meaningful

because we can derive the elusive stellar EUV spec-

trum (longward of 36 nm) directly from total unsigned

magnetic fluxes which have been already obtained for

active stars from ground-based high-dispersion spectro-

scopic observations in optical and infrared bands (e.g.,

Kochukhov et al. 2020).

For the purpose of the application of our scaling rela-

tions to planet-hosting stars, we examine how well our

method estimates the overall XUV/FUV spectral shape,

including not only the emission lines but also the contin-

uum level. Several nearby young Sun-like stars, such as

EK Dra (G1.5V, age of 120 Myr), π1 UMa (G1.5V, age

of 500 Myr), and κ1 Ceti (G5V, age of 600 Myr), have

observations of the XUV and FUV spectra (except for

longward EUV ranges; Ribas et al. 2005) as well as the

total unsigned magnetic flux (Kochukhov et al. 2020).

These stars are much younger and more active than the

Sun (see Table 4; Ribas et al. 2005), and thus are ap-

propriate to test the performance of our scaling method.

Stellar parameters in Table 4 are taken from Toriumi

et al. (2020) and stellar distances are obtained by the

Gaia Early Data Release 3 (Gaia Collaboration et al.

2021). The XUV/FUV spectra were taken from Ribas

et al. (2005). X-ray to EUV spectra (0.1–36 nm) were

obtained by the EUVE (8–36 nm), ROSAT (0.6–12.4

nm) and ASCA (0.1–4 nm) and are ISM-corrected as-

suming some reasonable values for the hydrogen column

density (see Ribas et al. 2005, for further information).
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Figure 4. Fitted parameters of power-law relations between the Sun-as-a-star irradiance and total unsigned magnetic flux (in
the formulae of I(λ) = I0(λ) + 10β(λ)(Φ−Φ0)α(λ)) and the correlation coefficient as a function of wavelength. Each panel shows
(a) the basal level irradiance I0, (b) the power-law index α(λ)(λ), (c) the offset β(λ), and (d) the correlation coefficient. The
blue line is the fitted parameters at the best wavelength resolution and samplings (Table 3), and the orange dots are the fitted
parameters at the 10-nm sampling (Table 2).

FUV spectra were obtained by the International Ultra-

violet Explorer (IUE; 115–195 nm). Note that the IUE

data may have some bias at the short wavelength end

and the unphysical flux rise in some cases (Ribas, private

communication). In addition to IUE data, we used the
FUV data taken by the Space Telescope Imaging Spec-

trograph (STIS; 114–172 nm) onboard the Hubble Space

Telescope (HST). The data were downloaded at MAST5.

The observation dates of HST/STIS are 2012 March 27

for EK Dra (observation ID: oboq01010), 2012 Septem-

ber 25 for π1 UMa (IDs: obq202010 and obq202020),

and 2000 September 19 for κ1 Ceti (IDs: o5bn03050

and o5bn03060). The HST spectra from multiple obser-

vation IDs were averaged over time and were smoothed

over 0.1 nm to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. No

ISM correction has been applied for IUE and HST data

because the correction is not significant for the overall

continuum levels (Ayres 2015). Also, the total unsigned

5 https://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php

magnetic flux of these were calculated by Kochukhov

et al. (2020) based on the Stokes I profiles of several pho-

tospheric lines showing the Zeeman broadening with dif-

ferent magnetic sensitivities. The method can avoid the

cancellation of opposite field polarities and has an ad-

vantage in estimating the total unsigned magnetic flux.

Figures 6 and 7 (a-c) show a comparison between

the observed and reconstructed spectra for the Sun-like

stars. The reconstructed XUV/FUV spectra I(λ) for

EK Dra, π1 UMa, and κ1 Ceti are estimated from Equa-

tion (3) and Table 3 and their observed total unsigned

magnetic flux (Table 2). Note that for the FUV range

(115-150 nm), we also tested the scaling laws derived by

the SORCE/SOLSTICE with a careful analysis done in

Appendix A (see Figure 7(d-f)). Comparing the model

spectrum (colored lines) with the observed data (black

and blue lines), we see that our empirical law roughly

agrees with the observations within an error of one or-

der of magnitude, for almost all of the wavelength ranges

from X-ray to FUV. In more detail, it is about one or-

der of magnitude accuracy at XUV (2–30 nm) and FUV

https://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php
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Figure 5. Example of the extrapolated spectra in X-ray, EUV, and FUV estimated from the Equation (3) (I(λ) = 10β(λ)(Φ −
Φ0)α(λ) + I0(λ)) and a given total unsigned magnetic flux of 1024, 1025, and 1026 Mx. The model spectrum at solar minimum
value of 1.2×1023 Mx is also plotted with red color as a reference.

range, while it reproduces very well the spectra at short-

ward X-ray (<2 nm) and longward EUV (30–36 nm).

The agreement indicates that the solar power-law scal-

ing relations can be applicable to Sun-like stars with a

variety of ages and activity levels and supports the pre-

dictive capability of our methodology, especially in X-

ray (<2 nm) and EUV (30–36 nm) range (and possible

missing EUV range of 36-92 nm). On the other hand,

it should be noted that the overestimations of flux by

our method can also be seen in the other range. Further

discussion for this describancy will be done in Section 5.

4.2. Emission lines around the elusive EUV

In Section 4.2, we mentioned only the broadband spec-

tral shape, but what about the irradiance of spectral

lines? Toriumi & Airapetian (2022) shows that this

flux-flux methodology can predict well fluxes of emission

lines/bands of active Sun-like stars (G0-K1 dwarfs), but

their study was limited to the selected five emission lines

and bands (i.e., X-ray band 0.52–12.4 nm, Fe XV 28.4

nm, C II 133.5 nm, Lyα, and Mg II k+h line). Here, we

additionally analyzed the scaling relations and its appli-

cations to stars for eight emission lines in the wavelength

range very close to the elusive EUV wavelength (36–91.2

nm) as listed in Table 5 (the Fe XV 28.4 nm line was also

analyzed in Toriumi & Airapetian (2022)). We studied

spectral lines for which stellar observational data is re-

ported by Ribas et al. (2005). We focus on these emis-

sion lines because we are particularly interested in the

reconstruction of this elusive EUV band and comparison

with the observed stellar EUV emission.

Figure 8 shows scatter plots of the residuals of the so-

lar irradiance of the selected emission lines versus that of

the total unsigned magnetic flux. The power-law index

and correlation coefficient are provided in each panel.

Here, we derived again the scaling laws for each emission

line by integrating the intensity within the full width of

1/10 maximum. The line width was calculated by fitting

the median spectrum around activity maximum with the

Gaussian function. In Figure 8, the observed values of

the young Sun-like stars, EK Dra, π1 UMa, and κ1 Ceti,

are overplotted. For almost all panels, the stellar data

are located on the extensions of the power-law relations

of the solar data within an order of magnitude. In par-

ticular, the reconstruction of fluxes from spectral lines

close to the missing EUV is excellent (e.g., Fe XVI, C III,

and H I). These indicate that our solar flux-flux scaling

relation can have a good predictive capability to esti-

mate fluxes of EUV spectral lines of stars, and possibly

even those in the elusive EUV range.

Figure 9 shows the the power-law indices as a func-

tion of the formation temperature of emission lines. To-

riumi & Airapetian (2022) and Toriumi et al. (2022)

show that as the temperature decreases, the power-law

index also decreases. Our power-law index data in EUV

range (open squares) are almost consistent with the pre-

vious studies within the data scatter (filled circles). Note

that the He 30.4 nm line has a low formation tempera-

ture (logT = 4.75∼4.9) but a power-law index of above

unity (α = 1.23±0.01). This is consistent with the value

reported in Toriumi et al. (2022), α = 1.15±0.03, and

similar properties can be seen in other helium lines, such
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Figure 6. Comparisons between the observed XUV spectra of nearby active Sun-like stars (black lines) and the reconstructed
spectra from the solar empirical laws (Equation (3); colored lines). The stellar name and its total unsigned magnetic fluxes is
described at the top left of each panel. The colored region covering each colored line indicates the error bars of the model which
is estimated from the fitting errors of the scaling relations given in Table 3. The observed data are basically taken from Ribas
et al. (2005). Note that the horizontal axes are logarithmic scale. In the panels, reconstructed data points with the scaling
relation of GOES X-ray flux (1–8 Å) and magnetic flux obtained by our previous study Toriumi & Airapetian (2022) are plotted
with error bars.

as He II 25.6 nm and He I 1083.0 nm. The power-law

indexes of these lines are irregular from the general de-

scription above. Toriumi et al. (2022) argued that the

inconsistency of the He I 1083.0 nm emission line flux

may be due to the photoionization effect of coronal emis-

sion, and Golding et al. (2017) suggests that a similar

effect occurs for He II 30.4 nm line. While the cause of

this above-unity power-law index of He lines is not clear,

it is worth mentioning that the stellar fluxes of He 30.4

nm lines are consistent with the extension of the scal-

ing law of above-unity power-law index even as shown in

Figure 8(b). This may indicate that the non-LTE driven

formation mechanism of these He lines can be universal

for the active stars (Leenaarts et al. 2016; Golding et al.

2017).

4.3. X-ray vs. EUV luminosity relation

We also investigated the relation of X-ray (LX) and

EUV luminosities (LEUV) based on our scaling rela-

tion. Several previous studies reported this scaling re-

lation observationally and theoretically. Sanz-Forcada

et al. (2011) reported the stellar EUV luminosity (10-

92 nm) estimated from differential emission measure

(DEM) analysis of stars and its relationship with X-

ray luminosity (0.5-10 nm). Figure 10(a) shows the plot

of X-ray and EUV relations for GKF dwarfs reported

in Sanz-Forcada et al. (2011) (see Figure 2 in their pa-

per). Shoda & Takasao (2021) numerically investigated

the theoretical relation between LX and LEUV fluxes for

the same wavelength bands, and their scaling relation

(LEUV ∝ L0.67
X ) is also overplotted with a blue dotted

line. Chadney et al. (2015) derived a solar empirical

scaling relation between EUV band (12.4–91.2 nm) and

X-ray band (0.5–12.4 nm) as LEUV ∝ L0.58
X by using

TIMED/SEE without subtracting the basal level.

In this study, we derived an empirical scaling relation

in the same energy band as stellar observations (i.e.,

EUV is 10–92 nm and X-ray is 0.5-10 nm) as

LEUV = LEUV,0 + 10β(LX − LX,0)α, (4)
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Figure 7. Comparisons between the observed FUV spectra of nearby active Sun-like stars (black and blue lines) and the
reconstructed spectra from the solar empirical laws (Equation (3); colored lines). The stellar name and its total unsigned
magnetic fluxes is described at the top left of each panel. The colored region covering each colored line indicates the error bars
of the model which is estimated from the fitting errors of the scaling relations given in Table 3. The observed data are basically
taken from Ribas et al. (2005). HST/STIS data were downloaded at the MAST (https://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php) and
scaled to the values at 1 AU.

where α = 0.95, β = 1.9, LX,0 = 4.9×1026 erg s−1,

and LEUV,0 = 5.9×1027 erg s−1. We found that our

scaling relation indicated with red line in Figure 10(a) is

almost consistent with the data and theoretical model.

However, the power-law relation is a bit steeper than

the fit of the observations and theoretical model (a blue

line) and as a result, our scaling laws is underestimating

the EUV luminosity for the inactive stars (LX < 1028

erg s−1). It should be noted here that the DEM data

is just observation-based model spectra and may have

some uncertainties.

Johnstone et al. (2021) reported the short-band (10–

36 nm) EUV luminosity observed by EUVE, as a func-

tion of X-ray luminosity (0.5–12.4 nm). Figure 10(b)

shows the observational data and the fitting results.

Here, we also derived an empirical scaling relation for

the same energy band (i.e., EUV is 10–36 nm and X-ray

is 0.5-12.4 nm) in the formulae of Equation (4), and the

https://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php
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Figure 8. Comparison of solar and stellar data for the EUV emission lines. The stellar data are taken from Ribas et al.
(2005). The red lines represent the fitting line in log-log space using scipy.odr installed in python. The fitting function is the
same as Equation (2). The power-law index and correlation coefficient (C.C.) are indicated at the top left.

parameters are obtained as follows: α = 0.98, β = 0.85,

LX,0 = 5.9×1026 erg s−1, and LEUV,0 = 3.7×1027 erg

s−1. We found that our scaling relation is almost con-

sistent with the observational data, but the power-law

relation appears to be steeper. This trend is actually

consistent with the results in Section 4.1 where the X-

ray luminosity is underestimated for a very active star

EK Dra, so this slightly large power-law index could be

due to the underestimations of the X-ray luminosity for

very active stars (not the overestimation of EUV lumi-

nosity).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Here we have proposed a new reconstruction method

of stellar XUV/FUV spectra by using empirical scal-

ing flux-flux relations (see, the description of Equation

(3) and parameters in Tables 2 and 3) and measure-

ments of magnetic fluxes of stars. This method can be

more accurate than other estimation methods of stel-

lar XUV/FUV spectra (especially, the missing longward

range of EUV fluxes) because total unsigned magnetic

flux of stars can be derived directly from ground-based

optical and infrared observations. One of the advan-

tages of our estimation method of XUV/FUV spectrum

is that the power-law index in the relation with magnetic

flux can be physically understood as described in Section
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Figure 9. Relationship between the temperature of the emission lines/bands and the power-law index α. The black squares
indicate the EUV emission near the elusive EUV wavelength (36–92 nm) analyzed in this study (see Table 5) whose stellar data
are also available (Figure 8). The fitting error bars are not plotted here because they are too small compared to the symbol
size. The temperatures of the emission line are taken from Ribas et al. (2005) in this study. The black dots are the data from
X-ray to radio wavelength taken from Toriumi & Airapetian (2022) and Toriumi et al. (2022).
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Figure 10. X-ray vs. EUV luminosity for FGK dwarfs. (a) Symbols shows the observed X-ray luminosity (0.5-10 nm) and
EUV (10-92 nm) luminosity estimated by differential emission measure (DEM) analysis (Sanz-Forcada et al. 2011). The black
dashed line shows the results of a linear fitting to the double logarithmic plots of the DEM analysis data. The red solid line
shows the extension of the solar scaling relation LEUV = LEUV,0 + 10β(LX − LX,0)α obtained in this study (α = 0.95, β = 1.9,
LX,0 = 4.9×1026 erg s−1, and LEUV,0 = 5.9×1027 erg s−1). The blue line is a theoretical scaling relation obtained by Shoda &
Takasao (2021). Solar empirical scaling relation derived in Chadney et al. (2015) is also plotted with a purple dash-dotted line
as a reference, but note that their definition of boundary wavelength between EUV and X-ray is a bit different (12.4 nm) from
that of other scaling laws in this panel. (b) Symbols indicate the relation between the observed X-ray luminosity (0.5-12.4 nm)
and the observed short EUV (10-36 nm) luminosity (Johnstone et al. 2021). The red solid line shows the extension of the solar
scaling relation LEUV = LEUV,0 + 10β(LX − LX,0)α obtained in this study (α = 0.98, β = 0.85, LX,0 = 5.9×1026 erg s−1, and
LEUV,0 = 3.7×1027 erg s−1)
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3.3 (see Toriumi et al. (2022) for the detail physics ex-

planations). The wavelength dependence of power-law

index α(λ) could also be a strong constraint to the mod-

els of the coronal heating (see, e.g., Shoda & Takasao

2021). Another advantage of our method is in relating

to the physical parameters that can be directly coupled

with various numerical magnetohydrodynamic models

of solar/stellar dynamo and sunspot/starspots. If the

evolution of magnetic fluxes on stars are derived from

numerical modeling (e.g., Brun & Browning 2017; To-

riumi & Hotta 2019; Hotta & Kusano 2021), one can

evaluate the XUV/FUV fluxes and its impact on the as-

trospheric space weather. Furthermore, Toriumi et al.

(2022) derived the power-law relations between fluxes of

many emission lines/bands from X-ray to radio (F) in

the equation of F = 10βT(Φ − Φ0)αT + F0. Combining

the power-law relations in Toriumi et al. (2022) and this

study, estimations of stellar XUV/FUV spectrum I(λ)

can be derived from the fluxes of emission lines F as

I(λ) = 10β(λ)−βTα(λ)/αT(F − F0)α(λ)−αT + I0(λ), (5)

where α(λ) and β(λ) are parameters given in this study

(Tables 2 and 3) and αT and βT are those given in To-

riumi et al. (2022) (Tables 1, 2, and 3 therein).

We tested the efficacy of our estimation method

for three nearby young Sun-like stars with known to-

tal unsigned magnetic fluxes. The estimated spec-

tra for these stars are available at https://github.com/

KosukeNamekata/StellarXUV.git. We found that the

observations and empirical extensions agree over a wide

range of wavelengths within an-order-of-magnitude er-

ror bars. In particular, the X-ray bands (<2 nm) and

EUV bands (30–36 nm) have good agreement between

the extrapolations and observations not only for contin-

uum but also for emission lines. The consistency around

the missing EUV range (36-92 nm) supports the predic-

tion capability of our method in this EUV wavelength.

Also, we noticed that the extrapolated FUV spectra

with SORCE/SOLSTICE data shows better consistency

with stellar FUV data (Figure 7(d-f)) rather than those

with TIMED/SEE which is used as a primary focus in

our study (see Section 2), although the valid wavelength

coverage of SORCE/SOLSTICE is limited (115-150 nm)

and some cautions are needed with the usage of SORCE

data (see Appendix A).

We should note that in this verification with three

young Sun-like stars, the scaling laws tend to overesti-

mate stellar fluxes by a factor of 5 or up to one order

of magnitude at some wavelengths (especially for the 2-

30 nm XUV range). This does not necessarily suggest

the deficiency in the scaling law, since the problem can

be divided into three possible causes: (1) uncertainties

in stellar observations, (2) uncertainties in solar obser-

vations, and (3) the limits of solar extension. First, the

stellar fluxes in the X-ray to EUV bands are provided by

three different satellites (ASCA, ROSAT, and EUVE),

and they were observed at the different epochs (e.g.,

1994 May 24 for ASCA, 1993 October 19 for ROSAT,

and 1995 December 6 for EUVE for EK Dra). There-

fore, the broad spectra may have varied due to the var-

ious phases of stellar activity, and thus cannot be con-

sistently compared. Note also that the measurements

of the magnetic flux were taken 10 to 20 years later as

compared to the XUV observations of the star used in

our study (from 2006 to 2016 for EK Dra; Kochukhov

et al. 2020). Since the magnetic flux often varies by a

factor of 2–3 depending on the activity phase as in the

case of the Sun (see Figure 2), the magnetic flux when

the XUV spectra were observed may be smaller, and

the difference between observation and model may be

narrower. In addition, the magnetic fluxes derived from

spectral lines in the optical band of active stars may suf-

fer from the rotational broadening of stars (Kochukhov

et al. 2020). Thus, it is possible that the magnetic flux

could be a bit overestimated for the rapidly rotating

stars in our target, so this may contribute to the excess

of the reconstructed flux in the band of 2–30 nm. Obser-

vations of the diagnostic lines in the near infrared band

would be required for more reliable reconstruction of the

surface magnetic flux because the Zeeman broadening is

proportional to wavelengths (e.g., Reiners et al. 2022).

Second, as it follows from Figure 2, emission fluxes

from 2–30 nm and the FUV bands derived from TIMED

and SORCE data do not match to each other. Note

that the level-4 XPS spectra used in our analysis are

calculated with the combination of the CHIANTI model

spectra, and there would be some calibration issues even

in solar spectra (see Section 2), and more well-defined

long-term spectra may be required for further accurate

extrapolations to active stars.

Third, there are two factors of uncertainties, stellar

coronal abundance and contribution of flare emission to

various spectral bands, as the line fluxes are propor-

tional to the abundance of with low first ionization po-

tential (Testa et al. 2015). The differences in stellar

coronal abundance between the Sun and other stars can

affect the XUV fluxes to some extent. The reported

coronal abundance (e.g., C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe) of EK

Dra is, however, smaller than the solar one, according to

XMM-Newton observations (see Table 3 in Scelsi et al.

2005), so this factor may contribute to the discrepancy

to some extent because small coronal Fe abundance re-

sult in weak XUV emission in general (Sutherland &

Dopita 1993). In addition, the contribution of frequent

https://github.com/KosukeNamekata/StellarXUV.git
https://github.com/KosukeNamekata/StellarXUV.git
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giant flares to the quiescent XUV component, especially

for the highly magnetically active star EK Dra and X-

ray bright stars, can possibly account for the change in

SED in the X-ray band. Audard et al. (2000) concluded

that the occurrence frequency of X-ray flares (> 1032

erg) is proportional to the X-ray luminosity of the star.

Also, observations of solar X-class flares (energy ∼1032

ergs) suggest that the typical enhancement in X-ray flux

at the flare peak by two orders of magnitude corresponds

to the increase in the EUV flux by a factor of 2. Thus,

large flares have greater contribution in the increase of

the X-ray flux than to the EUV flux (Mahajan et al.

2010; Chamberlin et al. 2018).

Based on the discussion presented above, we conclude

that our method based on the magnetic flux presented

here can be useful to evaluate the XUV/FUV with an

one-order-of-magnitude errors, but further validations

are necessary by using nearly simultaneous observations

of stars. In particular, our scaling relations consistently

predict the flux around missing EUV range, so they can

work well to estimate the missing EUV spectrum that

is especially important for exoplanet studies. Note that

our method is tested for Sun-like stars (G-dwarfs), and

more careful validation is necessary for the application

to cooler K/M-dwarfs because of the photospheric con-

tribution to the emission in the FUV. Finally, we would

like to summarize the studies that need to be performed

in the near future. First, XUV/FUV spectra used in this

study are derived from the data taken by different in-

struments at different epochs (Ribas et al. 2005), and

thus, nearly simultaneous observations of XUV/FUV

spectra and measurements of magnetic fluxes are needed

for further validation of our method. Next, in order to

investigate the contribution of flares to the XUV spec-

trum, how the XUV spectrum of flares changes with

respect to the energy scale should be tested on the Sun

and applied to stars (cf., Milligan et al. 2014; Chamber-

lin et al. 2018; Veronig et al. 2021). Also, in the present

study, our method is validated only for Sun-like (G-type)

stars. It is important to verify the applicability to K and

M-dwarfs as well for the evaluation of the impacts on the

planets around cool dwarfs, which has been the focus of

recent studies (e.g., France et al. 2016, 2019; Youngblood

et al. 2016, 2017; Loyd et al. 2016, 2018; Froning et al.

2019; Wilson et al. 2021). Early study by Pevtsov et al.

(2003) have shown the universal correlation between X-

ray and magnetic fluxes that seems to be common for

Sun-like stars and M-dwarfs, indicating the applicability

of the solar scaling laws to M-dwarfs. However, Reiners

et al. (2022) derived much steeper log(LX) vs log(Φ) in-

dex , α = 1.58 for 292 M-dwarfs than that of the Sun, α

= 1.16, as derived by Toriumi et al. (2022). In addition,

Linsky et al. (2014, 2020) showed that the relations be-

tween X-ray and Lyα emission are spectral class depen-

dent, and thus some physics-based adjustments may be

required to apply our method to M-dwarfs (e.g., basal-

level fluxes). Specifically, recent study by Sakaue & Shi-

bata (2021) suggests that the chromospheres, transition

regions and coronae of M dwarfs are strongly magnetized

and stratified environments as compared to earlier type

(G and K) stars, which can possibly reflect various con-

tributions of the wave heating with respect to magnetic

reconnection (or nanoflare) driven atmospheric heating.

Finally, a more detailed comparison between our empiri-

cal method and MHD numerical simulations (e.g., Shoda

& Takasao 2021) should be performed to refine the phys-

ical interpretation of the empirical methods and stellar

atmospheric heating mechanisms in the near future.
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Table 2. Formula for estimating stellar XUV fluxes in 10
nm bin as a function of total unsigned flux Φ of stars (in the
unit of erg s−1 cm−2 nm−1 at 1 AU). The data are plotted
in Figure 4 with orange dots.

Wavelength C.C. I(λ) = I0(λ) + 10β(λ)(Φ − Φ0)α(λ)

Band [nm] I0(λ) α(λ) β(λ)

0 – 10 nm 0.92 1.74×10−2 1.14 ±0.01 -27.5 ±0.01

10 – 20 nm 0.91 4.39×10−2 1.14 ±0.01 -27.8 ±0.01

20 – 30 nm 0.92 3.31×10−2 1.12 ±0.01 -27.3 ±0.01

30 – 40 nm 0.91 5.96×10−2 1.13 ±0.01 -27.7 ±0.01

40 – 50 nm 0.93 7.87×10−3 0.91 ±0.01 -23.2 ±0.01

50 – 60 nm 0.92 1.15×10−2 0.85 ±0.01 -22.0 ±0.01

60 – 70 nm 0.87 9.64×10−3 0.86 ±0.01 -22.2 ±0.01

70 – 80 nm 0.88 1.13×10−2 0.95 ±0.01 -24.7 ±0.01

80 – 90 nm 0.93 2.30×10−2 0.88 ±0.00 -22.4 ±0.00

90 – 100 nm 0.90 2.88×10−2 0.89 ±0.01 -22.5 ±0.01

100 – 110 nm 0.87 2.94×10−2 1.17 ±0.01 -28.8 ±0.01

110 – 120 nm 0.87 3.07×10−2 1.29 ±0.01 -31.9 ±0.01

120 – 130 nm 0.86 6.93×10−1 1.27 ±0.01 -29.9 ±0.01

130 – 140 nm 0.87 6.00×10−2 1.25 ±0.01 -30.8 ±0.01

140 – 150 nm 0.84 5.88×10−2 1.05 ±0.01 -26.5 ±0.01

150 – 160 nm 0.77 1.46×10−1 1.10 ±0.01 -27.3 ±0.01

160 – 170 nm 0.63 3.37×10−1 1.23 ±0.02 -30.3 ±0.02

170 – 180 nm 0.45 1.06×100 1.28 ±0.02 -31.0 ±0.02

Note—Φ is given in the unit of Mx. Φ0 is the basal level of the
magnetic flux which is given as 1.18×1023 Mx. The scaling re-
lations of the wavelength bands above 100 nm are derived only
from TIMED/SEE data, and those of the wavelength bands
below 40 nm are derived only from SORCE/XPS data.
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Table 3. Formula for estimating stellar XUV fluxes in best
wavelength resolution as a function of total unsigned flux Φ
of stars (in the unit of erg s−1 cm−2 nm−1 at 1 AU). The
data are plotted in Figure 4 with blue lines.

Wavelength C.C. I(λ) = I0(λ) + 10β(λ)(Φ − Φ0)α(λ)

[nm] I0(λ) α(λ) β(λ)

0.10 0.65 1.76×10−15 11.30 ±0.27 -266.9 ±6.20

0.20 0.65 2.58×10−10 7.20 ±0.16 -170.2 ±3.67

0.30 0.66 8.67×10−8 4.11 ±0.08 -98.9 ±1.92

0.40 0.71 1.84×10−6 2.72 ±0.05 -66.3 ±1.08

0.50 0.78 1.19×10−5 1.83 ±0.03 -45.6 ±0.57

0.60 0.83 5.45×10−5 1.51 ±0.02 -37.9 ±0.40

0.70 0.85 2.74×10−4 1.38 ±0.01 -34.3 ±0.33

0.80 0.89 2.20×10−4 1.26 ±0.01 -31.5 ±0.23

0.90 0.91 4.06×10−4 1.22 ±0.01 -30.4 ±0.21

1.00 0.90 1.16×10−3 1.20 ±0.01 -29.5 ±0.21

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
170.50 0.52 6.37×10−1 1.15 ±0.02 -28.0 ±0.41

171.50 0.54 6.43×10−1 1.11 ±0.02 -27.0 ±0.38

172.50 0.45 7.28×10−1 1.51 ±0.03 -36.4 ±0.74

173.50 0.45 7.23×10−1 1.60 ±0.04 -38.6 ±0.81

174.50 0.43 8.85×10−1 1.25 ±0.02 -30.3 ±0.54

175.50 0.46 1.08×100 1.25 ±0.02 -30.3 ±0.54

176.50 0.42 1.16×100 0.99 ±0.02 -24.3 ±0.42

177.50 0.36 1.43×100 1.15 ±0.02 -27.7 ±0.54

178.50 0.36 1.62×100 1.23 ±0.03 -29.8 ±0.66

179.50 0.38 1.64×100 1.02 ±0.02 -24.8 ±0.44

Note—Φ is given in the unit of Mx. Φ0 is the basal level of the
magnetic flux which is given as 1.18×1023 Mx. The full table is
available online.

Table 4. Characteristics of the Sun-like stars whose total unsigned magnetic fluxes and XUV/FUV spectra are
available.

Name Sp. type§ Teff
§ log g§ Age§ Prot

§ R§ distance∗ Φ§,† ref. of XUV data

(K) (Myr) (d) (R�) (pc) (Mx)

EK Dra G1.5V 5845 4.47 120 2.6 0.97+0.02
−0.03 34.4 4.06+0.44

−0.44 × 1025 Ribas et al. (2005)

π1 UMa G1.5V 5873 4.44 500 4.9 0.95+0.01
−0.01 14.4 1.64+0.20

−0.22 × 1025 Ribas et al. (2005)

κ1 Ceti G5V 5742 4.49 600 9.3 0.95+0.03
−0.02 9.13 1.39+0.24

−0.22 × 1025 Ribas et al. (2005)

Sun (min) G2V 5777 4.44 4600 25.4 1.00 (1 AU) 1.18×1023‡ This study

Sun (max) – – – – – – – 3.35×1023 –

Note— §These values are taken from Toriumi & Airapetian (2022). The total unsigned magnetic fluxes Φ were re-calculated
from surface-averaged magnetic flied strength and stellar radii, and its errors were calculated from the errors of magnetic
field strength. The radius error bars are taken from Gaidos & Gonzalez (2002) and Takeda et al. (2007). ∗The distances to
stars are calculated by the parallaxes provided by the Gaia Early Data Release 3. †The stellar magnetic flux is calculated
as a hemispheric value. ‡Only the basal level of total unsigned magnetic flux of the Sun was re-calculated in this paper.
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Table 5. Power-law indexes and correlation coefficients (C.C.) for
the relation between irradiances of EUV emission lines and total
unsigned magnetic flux.

Wavelength [nm] Atoms log(T/K])§ C.C. α data

28.4 Fe XV 6.30 0.92 1.13 ±0.01 (1)

30.4 He II 4.75 0.91 1.14 ±0.01 (1)

33.5 Fe XVI 6.35 0.90 1.00 ±0.01 (2)

36.1 Fe XVI 6.35 0.93 0.88 ±0.01 (2)

97.7 C III 4.68 0.76 0.94 ±0.01 (2)

102.6 H I 3.84 0.91 0.94 ±0.01 (2)

103.2 O VI 5.42 0.84 0.97 ±0.01 (2)

103.8 O VI 5.42 0.91 0.99 ±0.01 (2)

Note—(1) SORCE/XPS data. (2) SDO/EVE data. §The temperature
values are taken from Ribas et al. (2005).
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APPENDIX

A. ALTERNATIVE EMPIRICAL RELATIONS FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION FUV SPECTRUM DERIVED FROM

THE DATA OF SORCE/SOLSTICE

This section describes the results of the analysis using SORCE/SOLSTICE data that covers 115–310 nm. Only

data below 150 nm were analyzed due to long-term calibration issues (see, Section 2.3). This analysis with the

SORCE/SOLSTICE data does not provide whole FUV spectrum (92–180 nm) but enough cover some strong emission

lines in FUV range, such as Lyα, with higher spectral resolution (0.1 nm) than that of TIMED/SEE (1 nm). Therefore,

the result obtained with the SORCE/SOLSTICE data will enable us to investigate solar and stellar spectral lines in

detail.

Using the method described in Section 3.2, power-law relations between FUV irradiance (150–150 nm) and total

unsigned magnetic fluxes are derived for each wavelength λ in the formula of Equation (2) or (3). The periods of data

used for our analysis are summarized in Table 1. Table 6 summarizes the fitted parameter α(λ) and β(λ) for each

wavelength. We found that the power-law indexes α(λ) obtained by using SORCE/SOLSTICE are less than unity for

almost all wavelength at 150–150 nm, while those by TIMED/SEE are mostly unity or above-unity (see, Figure 4 and

Tables 2 and 3).

B. ALTERNATIVE EMPIRICAL RELATIONS FOR LOW-RESOLUTION XUV SPECTRUM DERIVED FROM

THE DATA OF TIMED/SEE

In this section, we describe results of a supplementary analysis of the empirical scaling relations of XUV spectrum

at 0.5–106.5 nm obtained by TIMED/SEE. The data is not used in the main text because of the reason described in

Section 2.1 and 2.2. The fitted parameters in the power-law relations (Equation (2) or (3)) for each 10 nm bin and each

1 nm wavelength are summarized in Tables 8 and 8, respectively. By combining the data in Tables 2 and 3, the scaling

relations for the wavelength between 0.5 and 180 nm can be obtained only from the TIMED/SEE data. However, the

power-law indexes in XUV range is relatively large ∼1.5, and we found that the scaling laws largely overestimate the

stellar XUV irradiance by an order of magnitude, especially in 0–30 nm. For this reason, we used the more recent and

calibrated XUV spectra obtained by SORCE/XPS and SDO/EVE for our primary focus.
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Table 6. Formula for estimating stellar FUV fluxes in
115–150 nm range as a function of total unsigned flux
Φ of stars (in the unit of erg s−1 cm−2 nm−1 at 1 AU)
derived only from SORCE/SOLSTICE data.

Wavelength C.C. I(λ) = I0(λ) + 10β(λ)(Φ − Φ0)α(λ)

[nm] I0(λ) α(λ) β(λ)

115.013 0.42 1.19×10−2 0.60 ±0.01 -16.3 ±0.32

115.037 0.47 1.28×10−2 0.59 ±0.01 -16.0 ±0.30

115.062 0.46 1.31×10−2 0.61 ±0.01 -16.5 ±0.31

115.088 0.45 1.22×10−2 0.62 ±0.01 -16.8 ±0.33

115.112 0.42 1.18×10−2 0.60 ±0.01 -16.4 ±0.34

115.138 0.53 1.40×10−2 0.64 ±0.01 -17.1 ±0.29

115.162 0.57 1.83×10−2 0.59 ±0.01 -16.0 ±0.26

115.188 0.59 2.23×10−2 0.63 ±0.01 -16.7 ±0.25

115.213 0.65 2.38×10−2 0.59 ±0.01 -15.7 ±0.22

115.237 0.59 2.29×10−2 0.62 ±0.01 -16.4 ±0.25

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
149.738 0.61 6.82×10−2 0.63 ±0.01 -16.6 ±0.25

149.762 0.65 6.91×10−2 0.71 ±0.01 -18.7 ±0.27

149.787 0.63 6.98×10−2 0.70 ±0.01 -18.3 ±0.28

149.812 0.63 7.03×10−2 0.71 ±0.01 -18.7 ±0.27

149.838 0.64 7.06×10−2 0.69 ±0.01 -18.1 ±0.27

149.863 0.64 7.09×10−2 0.69 ±0.01 -18.1 ±0.26

149.887 0.61 7.09×10−2 0.68 ±0.01 -17.9 ±0.26

149.912 0.64 7.10×10−2 0.74 ±0.01 -19.3 ±0.27

149.938 0.61 7.14×10−2 0.67 ±0.01 -17.6 ±0.27

149.963 0.59 7.34×10−2 0.65 ±0.01 -17.1 ±0.25

Note—Φ is given in the unit of Mx. Φ0 is the basal level of
the magnetic flux which is given as 1.18×1023 Mx. The full
table is available online.
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Table 7. Formula for estimating stellar XUV fluxes in
10–100 nm range as a function of total unsigned flux Φ of
stars (in the unit of erg s−1 cm−2 nm−1 at 1 AU) derived
only from TIMED/SEE data.

Wavelength C.C. I(λ) = I0(λ) + 10β(λ)(Φ − Φ0)α(λ)

[nm] I0(λ) α(λ)(λ) β(λ)

0 – 10 nm 0.85 1.67×10−2 1.53 ±0.01 -36.6 ±0.01

10 – 20 nm 0.86 4.54×10−2 1.52 ±0.01 -36.1 ±0.01

20 – 30 nm 0.85 3.20×10−2 1.51 ±0.01 -35.9 ±0.01

30 – 40 nm 0.88 5.75×10−2 1.24 ±0.01 -29.9 ±0.01

40 – 50 nm 0.87 8.61×10−3 1.30 ±0.01 -32.3 ±0.01

50 – 60 nm 0.88 1.21×10−2 0.95 ±0.01 -24.0 ±0.01

60 – 70 nm 0.85 1.13×10−2 0.91 ±0.01 -23.4 ±0.01

70 – 80 nm 0.81 9.44×10−3 1.10 ±0.01 -28.0 ±0.01

80 – 90 nm 0.87 2.25×10−2 1.06 ±0.01 -26.5 ±0.01

90 – 100 nm 0.87 2.78×10−2 0.98 ±0.01 -24.4 ±0.01

Note—Φ is given in the unit of Mx. Φ0 is the basal level of the
magnetic flux which is given as 1.18×1023 Mx.
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Table 8. Formula for estimating stellar XUV fluxes in
0.5–106.5 nm range as a function of total unsigned flux
Φ of stars (in the unit of erg s−1 cm−2 nm−1 at 1 AU)
derived only from TIMED/SEE data.

Wavelength C.C. I(λ) = I0(λ) + 10β(λ)(Φ − Φ0)α(λ)

[nm] I0(λ) α(λ) β(λ)

0.50 0.85 5.20×10−4 1.55 ±0.01 -37.7 ±0.27

1.50 0.85 1.38×10−2 1.56 ±0.01 -36.8 ±0.27

2.50 0.86 1.61×10−2 1.52 ±0.01 -36.5 ±0.26

3.50 0.86 1.09×10−2 1.52 ±0.01 -36.7 ±0.26

4.50 0.86 1.98×10−2 1.52 ±0.01 -36.4 ±0.26

5.50 0.86 1.85×10−2 1.52 ±0.01 -36.5 ±0.26

6.50 0.85 1.99×10−2 1.53 ±0.01 -36.6 ±0.27

7.50 0.86 2.32×10−2 1.51 ±0.01 -36.0 ±0.26

8.50 0.86 2.25×10−2 1.51 ±0.01 -36.1 ±0.26

9.50 0.86 2.15×10−2 1.51 ±0.01 -36.2 ±0.26

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
97.50 0.81 1.04×10−1 0.81 ±0.01 -20.1 ±0.16

98.50 0.83 1.36×10−2 1.09 ±0.01 -27.4 ±0.20

99.50 0.84 1.96×10−2 1.24 ±0.01 -30.7 ±0.22

100.50 0.86 8.62×10−3 1.29 ±0.01 -32.1 ±0.22

101.50 0.85 1.17×10−2 1.19 ±0.01 -29.7 ±0.20

102.50 0.83 8.92×10−2 1.15 ±0.01 -27.8 ±0.21

103.50 0.83 8.40×10−2 1.12 ±0.01 -27.2 ±0.20

104.50 0.85 1.38×10−2 1.25 ±0.01 -30.9 ±0.22

105.50 0.87 1.32×10−2 1.13 ±0.01 -28.3 ±0.18

106.50 0.86 1.44×10−2 1.16 ±0.01 -29.1 ±0.19

Note—Φ is given in the unit of Mx. Φ0 is the basal level of
the magnetic flux which is given as 1.18×1023 Mx. The full
table is available online.
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